ReaderTT.config = {"pagecount":20,"title":"GLOBAL MIND CHANGE FROM VISION TO REALITY","author":"","subject":"GLOBAL MIND CHANGE FROM VISION TO REALITY","keywords":" Approved For Release 2003/09/10 : CIA-RDP96-00792R000400300008-3   First International Conference of The Institute of Noetic Sciences   GLOBAL MIND   CHANGE   From Vision to Reality   Tools and Strategies for Sustainable   Personal and Global   Development   June 26-29, 1992   Santa Clara Marriott Hotel   Santa Clara, California   Continuing Education Credit Applied For   Approved For Release 2003/09/10 : CIA-RDP96-00792R000400300008-3   1`8   About the -Institute of Noetic Sciences-   :1`7   Advertising and Exhibit Information   18   Accommodations and ' Travel   18   Continuing Education Information   tort &ence Stnictar.   Cowerei ce Faculty   WELCOME   We are pleased to personally invite you   to participate in the Institute of Noetic Sciences   first international conference of members,   colleagues and friends.   At the Institute of Noetic Sciences, we sincerely be-   lieve that collectively we can build a sustainable and   magnificent global future. Global Mind Change -   From Vision to Reality is a conference dedicated   to exploring tools and strategies for the most impor-   tant work of humankind - personal growth within   the context of sustainable global development. These   are times of tremendous challenge; they require the   best in each of us. By coming together for a week-   end of collaborative learning, we can have an op-   portunity to discover the visions we all share, and   understand more deeply the likely realities that will   emerge from them. Such knowledge can help us   shape our choices with greater awareness, skill, and   wisdom.   The interactive nature of this conference is, in the   spirit of the poetic sciences, both experimental and   experiential. The successful outcome of this meeting   is in the hands, hearts, and minds of all partici-   pants. Keynote addresses will raise our sights; inter-   active panels will contribute to our knowledge; and   working groups will address themselves to specific   questions with practical import. All will be docu-   mented for publication at a later date.   This conference is a culturally significant, inter-   disciplinary event where scientists, philosophers,   business people, social innovators, and practical   visionaries from diverse backgrounds will come to-   gether to integrate their ideas and expertise. In a   truly collaborative fashion, participants will meet to   address topics that cut across traditional boundaries   in an effort to see the critical issues and transforma-   tive possibilities that connect us, rather than sepa-   rate us. From such a vantage point, we expect to   see solutions more easily.   In addition to what occurs in the conference   sessions, we especially look forward to the at-   mosphere of warmth and friendship that will emerge   by dining, celebrating, networking, and simply being   together. Community building is an important aspect   of our efforts to make the \"global mind change\" a   reality.   In exploring human consciousness, we have set   a bold course for ourselves. Each of us owns a por-   tion of the map, along with the skills, talents, and   insights for following it. On behalf of our members,   colleagues, friends, and Board, we want to extend   to you a warm personal invitation to engage with   us in the task of discovering more conscious, crea-   tive ways of being. We welcome your participation.   We look forward to meeting you this summer   at the conference in Santa Clara.   Very sincerely yours,   (317)'297-5733 (9am-5pm EST)Approved For Release 2003/09/10 : CIA-RDP96-00792R6Nk6t300008-3   Tom Hurley   Director, Membership Education   - DP96-007.92R000400300008-3   Cl)   V   AT?A?GLANCE   Friday, June 26, 1)2   8:00 am         Institute Registration Opens   9:00 - 4:30     Pre-Conference Institutes   3:00 - 8:00     Conference Registration   5:00 - 7:00     Reception for Study Group Members   7:30 - 10:30    Welcome & Opening Remarks - Willis Harman   Keynote Address - Edgar Mitchell   Opening Celebration - Exploring the Vision   Saturday, June 27, '1992   7:30 - 8:30     Morning Meditations   8:00            Registration Opens   9:00 - 9:45     Keynote Address - Rachel Naomi Remen   9:45 - 10:30    Keynote Address - Charles Garfield   10:45 - 12:15   Concurrent Panel Discussions:   What Do We Really Know About Psychosocial   Interventions in Health & Healing?   Emerging Paradigms in Business & Organizations   12:30           Networking Lunch   2:00 - 4:30     Working Groups (12)   5:30 - 7:00     President's Circle Dinner   5:30 - 7:00     Net working Banquet   7:30 - Midnight Keynote Address - Hazel Henderson   Temple Awards for Creative Altruism   Concert - Therese Shroeder-Sheker   Movc' ment & Dance   CONFERENCE   STRUCTURE   Participants may attend   any and all of the key-   note addresses, interac-   tive sessions and   morning and evening   programs during the   conference. Saturday   and Sunday lunches are   included in the registra-   tion fee. An optional   Saturday Evening Ban-   quet is available.   Sunday, June 28, 1a _j?   7:30 -  8:30    Morning Meditations   8:00            Registration Opens   9:00 - 11:30    Working Groups (12)   11:30           Networking Lunch   1:30 - 2:15     Keynote Address - Sam Keen   2:15 - 3:45     Roundtable Discussion on Global Citizenship   3:45 - 4:30     Closing Celebration - The Reality of Global Mind Change   Monday, June 29, 1(-:2   8:00 am         Institute Registration Opens   9:00 - 4:30     Post-Conference Institutes   Approved For Release 2003/09/10 : CIA-RDP96-00792R000400300008-3   Join the leading minds   of our times to discover   tools and strategies for   conscious participation   in a changing world!   Approved For Release 2003/09/10   H   `3   -el   W   z   Sherry Ruth Anderson, Ph.D. is a   licensed psychologist in private practice   in Mill Valley and Palo Alto, CA. For-   merly Associate Professor of Psychiatry   at the University of Toronto Medical   School where she chaired the Depart-   ment of Psychological Research, she   went on to study Zen Buddhism. Her ex-   ploration of women's spiritual develop-   ment is described in her book, The   Feminine Face of God: The Unfolding of   the Sacred in Women.   Sherrie Bennett is President of Inter-   active Learning Systems in Sausalito,   California. She works internationally   with corporations, countries and commu-   nities who are creating the future they   want to see happen. Her gifts as a visual   artist create images that express their vi-   sion and map the assumptions key to or-   ganizational learning and systems   change.   Joan Borysenko, Ph.D., cell biologist   and psychologist, has developed both   depth and breadth in a number of addi-   tional fields, including behavioral medi-   cine, psychoneuroimmunology and   world spiritual traditions. She is Co-   founder and former Director of the   Mind/Body Clinic at the New England   Deaconess Hospital, Harvard Medical   School. She is the author of Minding the   Body, Mending the Mind and Guilt Is The   Teacher, Love Is The Lesson.   Myrin Borysenko, Ph.D., a medical   scientist and teacher, is on the cutting   edge of the emerging field of psy-   choneuroimmunology - the interface   between stress, emotions, disease and   health. He is Co-founder and Executive   Director of Mind/Body Health Sciences,   designing and teaching innovative mind/   body programs. He is also a member of   the Board of Advisors of the National   Wellness Coalition.   Juanita Brown is President of Whole   Systems Associates, an international con-   sulting consortium dedicated to strategic   change management. Ms. Brown brings   a holistic interdisciplinary approach to   her work in organizational strategy. She   has worked with corporate clients   throughout the U.S., Europe and Latin   America and served as a guest faculty at   the JFK University School of Manage-   ment and the California Institute of In-   tegral Studies. She is a Fellow of the   World Business Academy. Ms. Brown's   latest article is The Corporation as Com-   munity: A New Image for a New Era.\"   Pamela Colorado, Ph.D., a faculty   member of the School of Social Work,   University of Calgary is Wisconsin Onei-   da, of the Iroquois Six Nations Confeder-   acy. She draws from her experience in   both reserve and urban environments and   has been involved in issues of Native   child welfare and addiction. In 1989 she   created the Worldwide Indigenous Sci-   ence Network. Through this network,   Pam strives to bring about a marriage of   indigenous and western science in order   to promote human and planetary healing.   Dee Dickinson is founder and CEO of   New Horizons for Learning, an interna-   tional education network based in Seat-   tle. She has taught on all levels and has   produced several series for educational   television. She is currently chair of the   Education Advisory Board of the Nation-   al Learning Foundation. Her report,   Positive Trends in Learning, was com-   missioned and published by IBM, and   her new book, Creating the Future, was   published by Accelerated Learning   Systems.   U                                  Approved For Release 2003/09/10 : CIA-RDP96-00792R000400300008-3   Harrisj2list`ftey developed and edits   Advances, a quarterly journal that exa-   mines mind-body research and its impli-   cations for illness and health. He is the   author of Where the Mind Meets the   Body, which compares the views of mind   in seven major investigations of the   mind's relation to the body.   Laura i. Franklin has a degree in Med-   ical Anthropology and an M.S. in Nutri-   tion. She did her doctoral research in   biochemistry studying the effects of diet   on carcinogenesis. Laura complemented   her academic training by studying in-   digenous healing systems, primarily in   India. She currently has a practice which   integrates Ayurveda with Western heal-   ing traditions.   Winston 0. Franklin is Executive Vice-   President of the Institute of Noetic   Sciences. Prior to assuming his position   at IONS in 1984, he pursued 20 years   of pubic service and management of   foundations, governmental and nonprofit   research organizations, and spent five   years as an entrepreneur and venture cap-   italist. He has been a hospice volunteer   in San Francisco for several years and   has been active in the Institute's Con-   scious Living/Concious Dying research   program.   Charles Garfield, Ph.D. is recognized   worldwide as a leading authority on peak   performance, regularly appearing on na-   tional television and in the pages of such   publications as The New York Times and   The Wall Street Journal. In his bestseller,   Peak Performers, he developed a high-   ly acclaimed'profile of individual high   achievers. In his most recent book, Sec-   ond to None, he turned his attention to   the peak performing organizations of the   1990's. Dr. Garfield is Associate Clini-   cal Professor at the University of Califor-   nia Medical School and CEO of The   Charles Garfield Group, a corporate con-   sulting pr.!,*r,i.,,e.   Approved For Release 2003/09/10 : CIA-RDP96-00792R000400300008-3   Lynn G. Gordon, Ph.D. is an epidemi-   ologist with a special interest in the de-   sign of studies investigating the interface   between mind, body and spirit. She at-   tended medical school at the University   of Iowa and received her doctorate from   the Queen's University School of Medi-   cine. She is currently Scientific Program   Officer for the Fetzer Institute, and has   led workshops encouraging spiritual   growth and the incorporation of spiritu-   ality into everyday life.   Willis Harman, Ph.D. has been Presi-   dent of the Institute of Noetic Sciences   since 1977. From Professor of Engineer-   ing-Economic Systems at Stanford, he   moved to SRI International in Menlo   Park, where for 16 years he did research   on the future and strategic planning. He   is the author of Global Mind Change and   Creative Work, among other books.   Hazel Henderson, best known for her   pioneering work to develop a new eco-   logical paradigm for economics, is a   Thomas J. Hurley III has been with the   Institute of Noetic Sciences since 1981.   Now Senior Research Associate, he has   made significant contributions to all of   the Institute's major program areas, in-   cluding the Inner Mechanisms of the   Healing Response Program, the Excep-   tional Abilities Program and Emerging   Paradigms in Science and Society. Tom   is Director of Membership Education,   writes extensively, lectures to public and   private groups, and serves as an advisor   for projects in related fields. He has con-   sulted on forecasting and planning   projects for corporate clients and non-   profit organizations.   David M. Isaacs is President of Clear-   ing Communications, an organizational   and communications strategy consulting   firm. He assists leadership teams in:   managing crisis and transition; develop-   ing longer range purpose and vision;   creating peak performance; effective   strategy implementation; and fostering   communications which support the or-   ganization's primary goals and objec-   tives.  David has collaborated with   corporations in both the profit and non-   profit sectors. In addition, he has served   as a Senior Partner in Performance   Management Associates, a company spe-   cializing in instructional design and train-   ing technology.   Sam Keen, Ph.D., philosopher, earned   an M.A. from Harvard University and   his doctorate from Princeton Universi-   ty. He was recently featured on a Bill   Moyers PBS special which explored the   ideas in his book, Fire in the Belly: On   Being a Man. Another book, Faces of   the Enemy, was the subject of a PBS   documentary nominated for an Emmy   Award.   itiative. Approved For Release 2003/09/10 : CIA-RDP96-00792R000400300008-3   widely respected futurist and internation-   al consultant on alternative development   policies. She holds executive seminars   at Fortune 500 companies and serves on   numerous advisory and editorial boards.   She has published articles in over 200   journals, including Harvard Business Re-   view and The New York Times, and her   books, Creating Alternative Futures, The   Politics of the Solar Age and Paradigms   in Progress, have been translated into 5   languages.   Patricia Hopkins has served as a direc-   tor of and consultant to non-profit organi-   zations for the past fifteen years,   including The Bay Area Association for   Suicide Prevention and the Center for At-   titudinal Healing. She is the co-author of   Good-bye to Guilt with Drs. Gerald Jam-   polsky and William Thetford and is   presently serving as Executive Director   of The Chalice of Repose Project, a pal-   liative medical music-thanatology in-   vqAtFew Pedmw  Q  LQ   0ae~lA t    8F6lAt  ~43Q06~Q8-   CEO of the Fetzer Institute and Chair-   man of the Board of Trustees of the Fet-   zer Memorial Trust. Before joining The   Fetzer Institute, Mr. Lehman was Vice   President and Director of International   Programs at the Kettering Foundation   and the Director of Kettering's Explora-   tory Fund which sponsored research on   the relationship of consciousness to   health and education. Prior to his associ-   ation with private foundations, Mr. Leh-   man was Associate Professor and Assis-   tant Dean for Academic Affairs for the   law school at Indiana University. He is   trained as a lawyer and has a Master's   Degree in Theology.   Joel Levey, Ph.D. and Michelle Lev-   ey are co-founders of InnerWork, Inc.   and faculty of the International Center   for Organization Design. Their work in   building the synergy between individu-   al and organizational transformation in-   itiatives, quality relationships and an   integration of intellect and intuition has   inspired diverse audiences at over 100   organizations including AT&T, DEC,   Menninger Foundation,  MIT and   NASA. They've devoted their lives to in-   tensive training in the inner sciences, and   their pioneering work spans a spectrum   from the Ultimate Warrior Training Pro-   gram for the Green Berets to a year in   silent meditation retreat in the Tibetan   tradition. They are co-authors of Quali-   ty of Mind: Tools for Self Mastery and   Enhanced Performance and The Fine   Arts of Relaxation, Concentration &   Meditation.   publicist, teacher and speechwriter, but   describes her overarching profession as   \"boat rocker.\" She is the founder of the   Giraffe Project, a non-profit that \"moves   people to stick their necks out for the   common good.\" The Project works   through established media to tell the sto-   ries of these heroes for our times. It is   also on campuses, in schools and on con-   ference podiums encouraging people to   work for a better world.   Edgar D. Mitchell, D.SC. has been a pi-   oneer in modern efforts to expand the   role of science toward understanding and   accounting for consciousness and the in-   ner experience. He received his doctorate   from the Massachusetts Institute of Tech-   nology. He was an Apollo astronaut and   the sixth man to walk on the moon. Dr.   Mitchell is the founder of the Institute   of Noetic Sciences and co-founder of the   Association of Space Explorers.   bteiku ill i1'rldgati has a background in   neurochemistry and brain research. As   Vice-President for Research of the Insti-   tute of Noetic Sciences and Director of   the Inner Mechanisms of the Healing Re-   sponse Program, he has followed the   leading edge of new developments in   healing research for the past 10 years and   guided Institute funding into new fields   that are now expanding our understand-   ing of mind, brain and health.   Approved For Release 2003/09/10 : CIA-RDP96-00792R000400300008-3   6   Approved For Release 2003/09/10 : CIA-RDP96-00792R000400300008-3   for Clinicai Fellow, Stanford Center for   Research fn Disease Prevention, Depart-   ment of Medicine, Stanford University   School of .'Jedieine and Director of the   Corporate -Iealth Program, a 5-year col-   laborati\\ c ttrogram between Stanford and   16 major corporations. He has published   over 200 professional journal articles in   behavioral medicine, health promotion   and psychoneuroimmunology. His re-   search, clinical practice and publications   have been the subject of numerous na-   tional television programs. His books in-   clude: Mind as Healer, Mind as Slayer;   Healthy People in Unhealthy Places:   Stress an, Fitness at Work and Toward   a Science of Consciousness.   Frank *,;.<:;.anl, r D. is a research psy-   chiatrist at the National Institute of Men-   tal Health where he directs a research   program exploring the nature and treat-   ment of dissociative states in traumatized   individuals. He is especially interested   in understanding the mechanisms under-   lying the switching of discrete states of   consciousness which offer potential ac-   cess to creative and healing states as well   as avenues of escape from dysfunction-   al and disturbed states of consciousness.   Rachel itaomi Remen, M.D. is a pi-   oneer in the psychosocial approach to   people with cancer. She is Founder and   Director of The Institute for the Study   of Health and Illness, Co-Founder and   Medical Director of the Commonweal   Cancer Help Retreat Program, and form-   er Associate Professor of Health Psy-   chology at Saybrook Institute.  Dr.   Remen is a Fellow of the Fetzer Insti-   tute and Consulting Editor of Advances:   The Jouniul of Mind-Body Health, the   Journal o/'Mind and Behavior, and the   Journal :), Humanistic Psychology. She   is author of The Human Patient and   numerous ?;ticles on psychoneuroimmu-   nologv.'6 iut a thirty-seven year personal   history u!  hroniC illness, Dr. Remen's   work represents a unique blend of the   perspectives of physician and patient.   6t verly Kubik, ep.l. holds a doctorate   in biophysics and has conducted research   on healers and other frontier topics. As   director of the Center for Frontier   Sciences at Temple University, she is in-   volved in research projects and network-   ing with scientists worldwide. She brings   a gender-balanced approach to her work   toward the reunion of science and spirit.   toward Sch`Chtci, 1 0.0. was Found-   er, Director and Professor of the Depart-   ment of Organization Development and   Transformation at the California Institute   of Integral Studies in San Francisco, CA.   He shares the tools and insights of more   than 20 years of study in psychology, so-   ciology and philosophy. Dr. Schechter   received his Ph.D. from Northwestern   University in 1971.   Therese Schroeder-Sheker, harpist   and singer, is a multi-faceted internation-   al concert and recording artist who has   specialized in the music of the late mid-   dle ages. Her work as a performer has   single-handedly pioneered the emergence   of historical harps to their current artis-   tic pre-eminence, and her musical   achievements have been honored with an   Emmy, a Telly, a gold record, a Gabriel   Award and an Ohio State Award (the ra-   dio Oscar). Her numerous solo record-   ings include The Queen's Minstrel and   Rosa Mystica. Associate Professor of   Music at Regis University in Denver,   Therese Schroeder-Sheker is also found-   er of the Chalice of Repose Project,   through which she trains hospice wor-   kers in the use of music to assist the pro-   cess of death and dying.   was Vice-President for   Administration of the Institute of Noet-   ic Sciences from 1975-1980 and current-   ly serves as Secretary of the Board of   Directors. A 1965 graduate in History   from the University of California at Ber-   keley, she has also worked profession-   ally as an interior designer. In 1981 she   married Paul Temple, with whom she   has a 3-year-old daughter. She also has   two sons by a previous marriage.   Pi;si r. T2n' p e is a co-founder of the   Institute of Noetic Sciences and member   of its Board of Directors since then. Cur-   rently Chairman of the IONS Board, he   is a businessman and investor in a wide   variety of businesses, including oil pro-   duction, mining and grain storage. He   served as Emcee of the 1988 US-USSR   Citizen's Summit in Alexandria, Virginia   and the 1990 Citizen Summit in Mos-   cow. Father of five children and two   stepsons, he is a graduate of Princeton   University and Harvard Law School.   Lucy Waletzky, M.D., a psychiatrist,   is Co-Founder and Co-Director of the   Medical Illness Counseling Center, Che-   vy Chase, MD. Her 15 year practice in-   volves holistic work with people who   have cancer and other chronic illnesses.   Dr. Waletzky is an author, educator and   Trustee/Board member of numerous   health promotion organizations and a   Fellow of the American Psychiatric As-   sociation.   Approved For Release 2003/09/10 : CIA-RDP96-00792R000400300008-3   I   N    S  Ap pved Fol ReleaT 2003/C/110 : CIQ][RDP96 A792ROS0400300008-3   Friday, June 26   9:00 am - 4:30 pm   z   O   Each all - da            re - and post -conference   pre.-   ~'   Institute provides an opportunity to learn   techniques and explore topics in depth.   Each intensive Institute is a separate learning opportunity. You may reg-   ister for Institutes whether or not you attend the conference. Institute   registration fee is separate from and not included in conference regis-   tration fee.   Fl   Minding the Body, Mending the Mind and Soul   Joan Borysenko and Myrin Borysenko   We are at an emerging crossroads where science,   medicine and spirituality are coming together as a   new force for healing; where mending the soul is   recognized as integral to minding the body and mend-   ing the mind. Physical illness, addiction, anxiety,   depression, loneliness and guilt are all opportunities.   You and your clients can learn to embrace life with   gratitude and and enthusiasm, learning the skills of   psychospiritual growth and remembering our connec-   tion to the spirit, or Source, of life that we all share.   Exploring medicine, science, psychology and the   perennial philosophy of the ages, we will share a day   of soul-mending that includes meditation, imagery,   prayer, dreamwork, poetry and song designed to bring   you into a powerful experience of your Spiritual Self.   F2   The Unfolding of the Sacred in Women's Lives   Sherry Anderson and Patricia Hopkins   In religious traditions founded and taught by men, we   are taught that our forefathers had to sever their rela-   tionships and leave their homes in order to begin   their spiritual journeys. But what of all the gen-   erations of women who did not leave home to wander   in the wilderness but who remained to raise children,   plant gardens and cook meals - those who had   responsibilities in the daily world, who made homes   rather than leaving them? We need to look beyond   the familiar stories and teachings about home-leaving   we have learned from men. To pioneer a new way of   embodying spirit in the world today we must listen   to the deep source of wisdom within ourselves and   tell the truth about our lives and what we are learn-   ing. This means questioning everything we have been   taught or taken for granted that is not validated by   our own experience. Simply by asking one key   question, Is this true for me? about each \"truth\" we   hear, we challenge ourselves to become what we   truly are. We need not only the courage to follow   wherever the questions lead us, but the willingness to   let go of the certainty of thousands of years of tradi-   tional teachings to enter the unknown territory of our   own experience.   F3   Quantum Shamans at the Edge of Science   Beverly Rubik   As director of a new academic center on the \"frontier   sciences,\" those areas of science that remain outside   of the mainstream, Beverly Rubik has built a global   network of open-minded international scientists. Among   Approved For Release 2003/09/10 : CIA-RDP96-00792R000400300008-3   these are the quantum shamans, the scientists a ARRroved For Release 2003/09/1Pr5 CIA-RDP96-00792R00040030000lWetworkin9 and Communi   scholars who are also mystics and who hold a vision   of an emerging world view of wholeness and inter-   connectedness that encompasses much more than the   old paradigm of mechanical reductionism. She will   present highlights of the latest research discoveries on   the mind-matter interrelationship, extraordinary hu-   man abilities, the subtle energies that connect all   things, the interactions of electromagnetic fields and   life, and energy medicine. Taken together, the seem-   ingly anomalous findings from these areas spell out   the rudiments of a new world view for science. The   emerging paradigm provides us with an entirely new   view of ourselves in relation to naiure which will turn   us culturally in a more humane direction and radically   enrich our world. In addition, some stories from the   fascinating lives of frontier scientists will be told.   F4   Inner Work & Social Transformation: Weaving   Power, Wisdom, Love and Creativity Together   Joel and Michelle Levey   This highly experiential and interactive Institute is   designed to equip individuals and \"change champions\"   with knowledge, strategies and skills vital to bringing   the transformational forces of creativity, power, wis-   dom and love into their personal and organizational   change efforts. Themes to be explored in this Institute   include: understanding the motivations for change; the   synergy of personal and organizational transforma-   tion; strategies for building \"right relations\"; strategies   for \"personal energy management\"; integrating active   and quiet mind skills; the dynamic synergy of in-   tellect, intuition and communication; dynamic center-   ing in the midst of chaos and change; creating the   context, infrastructure and capabilities necessary for   personal and social change; cultivating mindfulness   and lovingkindness; generating change strategies. This   inquiry is for individuals and working teams commit-   ted to building synergy between their inner work and   the outer work of organizational, family and social   change/healing. By learning skills and sharing insights   we will nurture the deeper wisdom, love and inspira-   tion vital to creatively translating our visions and   values into action.   Stepping Stones to the Natural Mind:   Indigenous Science at Work   Pamela Colorado and members   of the Worldwide Indigenous Science Network   In this experiential Institute we will explore the con-   tinuing role of Indigenous Science in our lives. Using   the model of the Medicine Wheel to enhance our un-   derstanding, we will share perspectives from: Dr.   Pamela Colorado, Oneida, Canada; Mazatl Gazindo,   Aztec, Mexico; Keola Sequeira, Native Hawaiian,   Maui; Dennis Barella, Minole, California; Rev.   Edyne Decker, California; and Dr. Barbara McNeill,   Institute of Noetic Sciences. Drawing from a multi-   disciplinary approach, we will use native carved im-   ages, petroglyph designs, oral history, music and   ritual, interwoven with intellectual information, to in-   troduce participants to the reality of the Natural   Mind. This is a state of transcendent consciousness   anticipated by the ancients that restores natural bal-   ance, harmony and healing both on a personal and   planetary level.   F6   Rekindling the Spirit in Work   Howard Schechter   Rekindling the spirit in work leads one on an inner   journey that produces remarkable insights and practi-   cal answers to one's deepest concerns about work.   This Institute is about reconnecting with ourselves   and the work that we do. Rekindling the spirit in   work involves creative exercises, sharing with the   group leader and other participants and quiet time   alone. This Institute will help us gain clarity about   goals in work, the skills required to reach those   goals, and awareness of our strengths. The process   further allows one to confront major blocks to re-   warding work. This Institute is for people beginning   new careers, in transition, or dissatisfied and bored in   their work. It is also for any work group seeking to   function more productively and happily.   at the Conference   This conference provides an excellent opportunity for   you to meet others who share your visions, ideas and   ideals. There will 'be numerous opportunities to let   others know about your interests and work, to form   new relationships, and to continue learning in a varie-   ty of ways.   ? Enjoy networking lunches on Saturday and Sunday.   These will provide opportunities to share your   views with Institute of Noetic Sciences' staff, to   continue discussions with colleagues or friends, or   just to take \"time out\" to refresh yourself.   ? Attend an optional Saturday evening banquet which   also provides a context for conversations with new   friends as well as an opportunity to enjoy good   food and an entertaining program.   Learn about the broader field through exhibits that   will provide information about other organizations   committed to promoting healthy human develop-   ment and sustainable ways of being, and about   tools and services that support more conscious,   creative ways of being.   ? Visit the Hospitality Suite of the Institute of Noetic   Sciences and talk with the Institute's Board mem-   bers and staff.   ? Provide input to ongoing Institute projects at specially-   designated sites designed to elicit your ideas on   questions related to the conference themes and content.   Approved For Release 2003/09/10 : CIA-RDP96-00792R000400300008-3   in our generation   is the discovery   that human beings   by changing the inner   attitudes of their,   minds can change the   outer aspects of their   lives.\"   tpproved                            -      -            0300008-3   FRIDAY EVENTS   5:00-7:00 pm        Reception for Study Group Members   Participants in IONS member Study Groups   are invited to meet one another informally.   7:30-10:30 pm        Evening Program   Welcome &   Opening Remarks                 Global Mind Change - What, Why and How   Willis Harman   All of us are aware that some kind of global mind change is taking place; few   doubt that it is at a very fundamental level. What it is, why it is happening now,   what its implications are for ourselves and our children, and how it can be made   less traumatic - all these questions are of crucial importance, for us and those   for whom we care.   Keynote Address       As the Paradigm Shifts - Two Decades of Consciousness Research   Edgar Mitchell   Edgar Mitchell looks at twenty years of progress toward the emergence of a new   scientific and cultural woridview as technological development, the influence of   Oriental philosophy, consciousness research and environmental crisis have   challenged the most deeply held beliefs of Western civilization. He will explore   what the future holds as concepts of reality change.   Opening   Celebration                          Exploring the Vision   Our individual journeys have led each of us to this moment, this place, this pur-   pose ... and for a few days we will travel together, joining our hearts, minds,   talents, and possibilities. As in all great journeys, the outcome is unknown, but it   is ripe with promise. Bonded by celebration and dedication, we will move from   vision to reality.   The founding premise of the Institute of Noetic Sciences will permeate the open-   ing ceremonies through imagery, music and ritual - a tribute to exploration and   the grandest dimensions of human consciousness.   Approved For Release 2003/09/10 CIA-RDP96    9                -   in illness and promote health. This decade of investigation has   Approved For Release 2003/09/10 :                         IA-RDP96-00792R00014Q    QOt - questions that we will explore in this Work-   n both Saturday and Sunday, conference                                                                               ing Group. In particular, we will examine the different kinds   of \"mind\" presumed by scientific investigations of mind-body   ;nvesti-   n t   participants will form working groups devoted to   in-depth exploration of particular topics. Frontier thinkers will lead each group, present-   ing ideas and information to challenge participants and stimulate and to dialogue. 0 imagina-   tion,                                                 Working   Groups will be organized to promote extensive interaction   oc a to r the individual,   texperience and insight of participants to bear on issues critical   society and culture. The work done in each group will be part   nn and   contributing to our attempt throughout the conference to identify practical tools   strategies for sustainable personal and global development and then serving as to ongoing projects at the Institute and its partner organizations. ^ Our aim is to cre-   ate a learning community whose participants collaborate in discovering the values and   visions, tools and strategies that support more conscious, creative ways of being.   WGI. a,   On the Frontiers of science,   Exploring the Emerging. Scientific Worldview   Beverly Rubik   Frontier scientists no longer regard the universe as a dead ma-   chine. A new science is emerging in which the universe is seen   as a supreme work of divine art, alive and creatively evolving   toward richer complexity, intimately dependent on us. Several   frontier areas of science in particular present serious challenges   to mainstream science: parapsychology and the mind-matter in-   terrelationship; the Anthropic Principle; the interaction of elec-   tromagnetic, morphogenetic and other fields with living systems;   new energy technologies; and complementary medicine, includ-   ing the systems of acupuncture, homeopathy, electromedicine,   and other types of \"soft\" medicine. This Working Group will   examine the key discoveries in these areas and explore their im-   plications for the future of science and the relationship between   science, human experience and society.   WG2   Healmg .in the Imaginal Realm:   Pushing be Boundaries of Therapy   v` = Joan Borysenko   We are at a crossroads where traditional psychotherapy is be-   ing challenged to re-invent itself. Advances in the understand-   ing of trauma, multiple personality disorder, energy medicine   and the near-death experience have shed new light on old con-   cepts of mind, body, soul and spirit. What is mind, what is body   and at what level of reality are traumatic or limiting memories   stored? Are there ways of accessing and transforming memo-   ries that might complement and/or replace traditional insight and   behavioral techniques leading to faster or more complete heal-   ing? This Working Group will be an opportunity to discuss the   theory and practice of healing in the imaginal realm - an easi-   ly accessed state of consciousness that is ontologically real wheth-   er or not it reflects \"objective\" reality.   WG3   Does the Miind Know What It Is Doing:   Critical issues in Mind-Body Research   Harris DienstfreY and Lynn Gordon   During the last ten years we have witnessed a tremendous in-   crease in scientific study of the mind-body relationship and ap-   -plication of mind-body approaches to reduce stress, intervene   relations, compare the different minds in promrne   gations of the mind's effect on the body, and identify the range   of capacities attributed to \"mind\" in mind-body investigations.   What do we think we know about the mind? What psychosocial   variables are really important with respect to health and illness?   What further questions should we be asking? What are the im-   plications for illness and health? This Working Group is for   everyone interested in exploring the features of the mind in mind-   body studies.   WG4   DissociatStates and Creativity   Frank Putnam   Much of human behavior is organized in the form of discrete   states of consciousness (DSC) - unique constellations of psy-   chological and physiological variables. Many sources of infor-   mation contribute to our understanding of this phenomenon,   including studies of normal infants, sleep, psychosis, drug-   induced states, meditational states and a variety of psychiatric   conditions such as panic attacks, catatonic reactions, and manic-   depressive illness. In multiple personality disorder subjects, dis-   crete states of consciousness take the form of alter personalities   with individualized senses of self. Multiples often exhibit dra-   matic changes in cognition and bodily physiology when switch-   ing among alter personalities. Many artists and writers describe   shifting into other \"identities\" or into unique states of conscious-   ness as part of the creative process. Some use substances or   preparatory rituals to initiate this process while others are able   to access these states volitionally. This Working Group focuses   on the nature of DSC and the integration of discrete states into   a coherent, productive and creative whole.   WG5   Courageous Compassion   Ann Medlock   Courage plays an important role in altruistic behavior. This is   evident whether we look at the lives of people who have \"stuck   their necks out\" for a particular cause or at our own experiences   of caring for others, other beings or the Earth. In this Working   Group we will explore the role that courage plays in compas-   sionate action. We will look at courageous service as a keystone   of self-esteem; learn a process of undertaking service that in-   creases the chances of success; and discuss ways of moving peo-   ple beyond self absorption and into healing roles in the world.   Approved For Release 2003/09/10 : CIA-RDP96-00792R000400300008-3.   WG6   Indigenous Science and Global   Pamela Colorado   of character and qualities of mind which empower us to more                             WG11   Approved Fateh3t eJlgasena^t?03/OAOt?l&,KERtIFS        @,00400300008-3Conscious Living/Conscious Dying:   G -will explore the con erence   r   v   k   The specific focus of the Worldwide Indigenous Science Net-   work (WISN) is to foster the revitalization, exploration, growth   and exchange of traditional knowledge and wisdom of Indigenous   Peoples so that it may be brought to bear - in conjunction with   Western science - on critical global issues. In this Working   Group we will explore: the revival and revitalization of In-   digenous cultures, their ways of \"coming-to-knowledge\" and the   processes by which they transfer that knowledge to following   generations; the knowledge of Healing Arts - treating mind,   body, soul and spirit as integral and a unitary organism; and   the reconstitution of knowledge systems wherein concepts of   animate/inanimate, physical and metaphysical merge to create   local applications of universal statements.   rng   p                                             A Window to Ourse   modern lives. This Wor   themes with an eye for skills and strategies that build the per-       Winston Franklin and Charles Garfield   sonal and collective powers of mindfulness, lovingkindness,   ve outs   h   i   i   i   -   courage, compassion, commitment, wisdom and creativity v   tal to making the vision of global mind change a reality in our   personal, social and professional lives.   WG9   21st Century Tools for Learning   Dee Dickinson   As individuals develop their capacities more fully - intellectu-   ally, emotionally, physically, socially, spiritually, ethically -   new possibilities emerge for all humanity. Education is a key   to this development, and in this Working Group we will identi-   fy essential skills and knowledge necessary to bring about posi-   tive change in educational systems. We will explore what   students (all of us) need to know in this world of rapid change   - what teachers need to know to help students learn effective-   ly - and what parents, community, helping professionals and   business people need to know to catalyze and support change   in the system. We will also explore the characteristics of the   change process and how-it can be facilitated. Hopefully a joint   vision will emerge, supported by practical steps of an action plan.   WG7   Spiritual Truths   Sherry Anderson and Patricia Hopkins   Traditional institutions no longer offer compelling answers to   the questions that many of us are asking. What we learn from   those who have been courageous enough to leave those institu-   tions and create new pathways for the expression of the sacred   in our lives is that telling one's story and trusting one's inner   arc essential aspects of hca ing and spiritual grrnvth.   These processes have a pattern and rh}thm that is unique to each   individual and which must be respected if we are to fully em-   body our essential qualities of Being. This Working Group will   identify and work with practical approaches for uncovering per-   sonal sources of sacred inspiration and guidance and explore   individual diversity in spiritual paths.   WG8   Inspired Life Cultivating   Transformative Qualities of Mind   Joel and Michelle Levey   \"What lies before us and what lies behind us is a small matter   compared to what lies within us\", said Emerson. Thoreau loved   this and added, \"And when we bring what lies within us out into   the world, miracles happen.\" Ultimately, the source of any   meaningful social action or inspired work lies in tapping our   inner essential resources of wisdom, love, creativity and inspi-   ration. With practice we can intentionally build these strengths   <'G 10   Toward a Sustainable, Viable Societe   Willis Harman and Tom Hurley   The question clearly before us is how human society on the planet   is to become sustainable and viable for the long term. A broad   conception of sustainable society involves at least the following   components: sustainable interaction with the planetary life-   support systems; sufficient fairness, as perceived by all people,   to lead to stability and coherence; enough diversity of cultures   to lead to resilience, and to perceptions of individual and cul-   tural acceptability; sufficient opportunities to contribute to the   society, and to be affirmed and appreciated in return, to create   a sense of solidarity and sturdy social fabric; a fundamental re-   perception of national and global security such that there is an   end to the folly of pursuing \"national security\" through military   strength. The task seems so complex we are tempted to leave   it to the experts. But our real hope is in seeing the issues sim-   ply, and our salvation in the actions of ordinary people. This   Working Group will explore the dynamics of profound global   change, identify the implications for our lives, professions and   communities, and ask: How can individuals contribute most fully   and meaningfully?   tripped our   a   es   t   In today's world our diagnostic capac   healing capabilities. Many critically ill people know with some   precision what their illness is, what its likely progression will   be, and that there is no known cure. Patients frequently are given   a \"window\" of remaining time in their lives. These \"windows\"   may enable the patients, and others connected with them (fami-   ly, friends, providers), to \"awaken\" to deeper meaning in their   lives and to identify the elements and dimensions of real value   in a way that those of us who have the luxury of assuming a   more distant or unknown time of death do not. Simply being   with individuals during this stage of their lives frequently calls   forth behavior from us that is distinctly different from our usu-   al patterns. In this Working Group we will share our experiences   and insights, and participate in some experiential exercises to   help each of us gain a personal glimpse of life through this \"win-   dow.\" We will share with each other how it feels to be in this   space and what behaviors seem most appropriate.   WG12   New Frontiers in Business:   The Search for a Sustainable Future   Juanita Brown and Sherrin Bennett   Are the images. associations and feelings implicit in our con-   temporary views of corporate and organizational existence the   ones we really want to guide and motivate us - or are there   richer, more life enhancing visions that can illuminate our search   to create a sustainable future? In this highly interactive Work-   ing Group we will explore this question by imaginatively plac-   ing ourselves in the future, asking: What would a sustainable   global future look like if it were already in full flower? What   would have happened that allowed us, personally and collec-   tively, to choose to transform our ways of being, doing and hav-   ing? How did business, as a primary force on the planet, renew   itself and shift its underlying assumptions and operating princi-   ples to participate in the global mind change? What creative role   did leaders and members at all organizational levels play?   Through deepening these and other questions in a process of   focused dialogue and scenario building, we will explore new   images of business for a new era, including the emerging story   of \"corporation as community.\"   12                                Approved For Release-2003/09/10.: CIA-RDP96-0079.2R000400300008-3   Approved For Release 2003/09/10 : CIA-RDP96-00792R000400300008-3   SATURDAY EVENTS   7:30-8:30 am  Morning Meditations   9:00-9:45 am   Keynote Address   9:45-10:30 am   u :ynote Address   The Eye of an Eagle, Heart of a Lion, Hand of a Woman   Rachel Naomi Remen   This old formula for the nature of the physician/healer suggests the need for a balance of yin and yang in   both the medical system and in those who work within it. Dr. Remen will discuss Daoist theories of   wholeness, examine some of the major problems of the current medical system as an outcome of yin/yang   imbalance and, by means of case studies, demonstrate the effectiveness and power of a more yin ap-   proach to illness. An opportunity to understand the reform of our current system in a new way.   Second to None: Business in the Ecological Age   Charles Garfield   The \"new story of business\" in a fast-paced era of global competition marks the end of the corporation as   we know it. Our fragmented business methods and models are inadequate to deal with today's tumultuous times.   As we progress through the 90's, it is clear that our major business challenges - from improving product   and service quality to embracing employee crises - cannot be understood in isolation. Charles Garfield   presents a \"living systems\" model of the corporation that can begin to address these interconnected issues.   10:45 am-12:15 pm   Concurrent           What Do We Really Know About Psychosocial Interventions in Health & Healing?   Panel Discussions                  Panelists include: Brendan O'Regan, Robert Lehman, Lucy Waletzky   Psychosocial approaches to health promotion and disease treatment involve people more directly in their   own health and healing and contribute to a broader view of both mind and body. In this interactive panel,   leaders in mind/body research and education will review the current state-of-the-art with respect to psy-   chosocial interventions from the perspectives of public policy, research, clinical practice and education.   Emerging Paradigms in Business & Organizations   Panelists include: Willis Harman, Juanita Brown, Kenneth Pelletier   New models of organization development and transformation are being created by visionary people and   groups in the business community - models that incorporate the values of personal excellence, social   responsibility and community. These emerging paradigms nourish individual conscience and creativity and   enable organizational learning in response to a rapidly changing social environment. In this panel, key   features of these adaptive paradigms will be explored.   Networking Lunch   Working Groups   \"Never doubt the   power of a small   group of committed   individuals to   change the world.   Indeed it is   the only thing   that ever has.\"   - Margaret Mead   SATURDAY EVENING   Approved For Release 9003/09/10 ? C.IA-RfP96-00792R000400300008-3   SUNDAY EVENTS   5:30-7:00 pm President's Circle Dinner   5:30-7:00 pm  Banquet   Sacred Mountains of the World   Edwin Bernbaum   7:30 pm-midnight Evening Program   Keynote Address     Paths to a Positive Future   Hazel Henderson   Internationally-published futurist Hazel Henderson,   known best for the message \"Think Globally - Act Lo-   cally,\" reviews current global restructuring trends from   an ecologist/humanist perspective. She will look beyond   the economic ideologies of left and right, toward new   ways of re-defining and measuring human progress,   clarifying the difference between money and true wealth.   We will explore paths toward a positive future and build-   ing a \"WIN-WIN\" world in the new era of interdepen-   dence and \"Mutually-Assured Development.\"   Temple Awards for Creative Altruism   The Temple Awards for Creative Altruism are presented.   to selected individuals whose lives embody the inspira-   tional light of unselfish service motivated by love. and   whose work or service creatively addresses a local, na-   tional or global need. The stories told by recipients are   a moving testimony to the transformative power of com-   passion, courage, creativity and commitment.   Concert  Therese Shroeder-Sleker   This concert by Emmy Award-winning concert and   recording artist Therese Schroeder-Sheker, whom Stephen   Hill of Music From the Hearts of Space called \"an artist   and poet of rare sensitivity,\" will feature harp,' psaltery,   bells, recorder and voice.   Movement & Dance   Shake out your sitting muscles as you join in celebrating   the joy of movement through music and drumming. Bring   7:30-8:30 am  Morning Meditations   9:00-11:30 am  Working Groups   A continuation of the work begun on Saturday.   11:30 am  Networking Lunch   1:30-4:30 pm  Concluding Program   Keynote Address   Concluding   Roundtable   Dying Gods and Borning Spirits   Sam Keen   Sam Keen evaluates the effect of the demise of the myth of progress and   speculates about the spiritual disciplines necessary to live within a self-   limiting society.   What Does It Mean to Be a Global Citizen?   Conference Faculty   Global interdependence, empowerment of local action and sustainable develop-   ment are key themes of the emerging era of planetary transformation. What   role do caring individuals play in this process? What systems and structures   will help us develop more conscious, creative ways of being? Join conference   faculty to articulate the concept of global citizenship as a new framework for   personal action and social change, with a particular focus on the practical   tools and strategies that will make our shared visions a living reality.   Closing Celebration                  The Reality of Global Mind Change   Only the weekend has ended; our journeys continue, yet they are less solitary   than before. We pause to consider the meaning of our time together. Perhaps   we have been changed: we are explorers with renewed individual purpose,   deeper connections to one another, and greater capacities to shape today and   tomorrow. Before we say goodbye, we are mindful of the vision we shared,   and of the reality we glimpsed for a sustainable and magnificent global future.   Renewed, we return to our everyday lives and our communities to make that   vision a reality.   Approved For Release'2003/09/10 : CIA-RDP96-00792R000400300008-3   14   Approved For Release 2003/09/10 : CIA-RDP96-00792R000400300008-3   N. F.'E R E N C E   I N S'T' I T U T   M1   Emerging Paradigms in Business and Society:   Program Development for IONS   Willis Harman, Juanita Brown, David Isaacs   and Winston Franklin   In Swedish, the word for business is narings IN which means   \"nourishment and life.\" IONS has received a seed grant, the Nar-   ings Liv Fund, to support efforts that will further our under-   standing of Emerging Paradigms in Business and Society.   Interested members and guests are invited to join in a collabora-   tive search to shape the nature and direction of this Institute pro-   gram. The \"business of business\" is clearly changing from narrow   economic objectives such as \"return on investment\" to more en-   compassing concepts like \"sustainable development.\" However,   do even these shifts represent sufficient change in our fundamen-   tal assumptions? Changing these basic assumptions and beliefs   involves changing our entire system, and since each of us is a   part of that system, the place to begin may be within ourselves   and within our own communities. Our focus of inquiry in this   Institute will be: What are the fundamental shifts that appear   to be occurring in the emerging paradigm in business and soci-   ety? What are the links between these fundamentals and our own   capacity to contribute to the larger whole`? How can IONS best   support individuals and local groups to expand and enrich the   dialogue as well as encourage opportunities for meaningful con-   tribution in ways that can make a difference?   Approved   Monday, June 29   9:00 am - 4:30 pm   M2   Where Science and Religion Meet -   The Evolving Universe   Edgar Mitchell   Developments in science during the past two decades lead ines-   capably to the view that the universe is not organized as history   and classical theory has taught us. It is not a universe of parti-   cles and separateness but one that is interconnected and holis-   tic. Energy is the underlying reality and the interactive role of   an observer is integral to the process. The three-tiered universe   simply doesn't exist. A theory of the evolution of ener-   gy/matter/consciousness from the Big Bang will be presented   and discussed. Discussion and exercise will be used to illustrate:   the inter-connectedness of mind and matter; the role of a belief   system and how to modify it; the interaction of intuition and   rational processes; intuition as a product of the collective un-   conscious; and the human role in creating reality.   M3   Redefining Wealth and Progress   Hazel Henderson   Current economic theory is far too one-dimensional. When you   have a multi-dimensional world, the quality of life needs to be   measured in a multi-dimensional way. How we count determines   what we get; counting only dollars, as in the r'NP, has led to   al economics alp,-   as compe.   raising ch   of traditional indicators is the   rather than on the quabfi   uds the view   capita income   wealth. Convention-   _stc model of human nature   4        a model which does not fit people   ,uoing volunteer work. In this Institute, we   will discover how economics (politics in disguise) really works   and explore the global politics of the great transformation of   industrialism now underway - toward more equitable socie-   ties based on solar energies, renewable resources, ecological   many-faceted movements and citizen actions in culture, poli-   tics, work, education, media, religion, family and gender roles   that are driving changes in business and government, science   and technology and international relations. We will investigate   building a green global economy on individual, local govern-   ment, corporate, national government and global levels.   M4   The Taste of Sustenance   Laura B. Franklin   Amidst our deep concerns about the environment we frequent-   ly overlook our most fundamental relationships to the environ-   ment. This Institute focuses on several aspects of one such   relationship: the act of eating food. Eating is a very influential   and intimate interaction between the environment and our selves.   Yet often during this intimate exchange, our minds are wan-   dering elsewhere, In effect we disconnect from a very real and   immediate relationship to precisely that which we rely upon to   sustain us every day of our lives. We can appreciate and con-   tribute significantly to what it means to establish a sustainable   ecology by simply attending to our own fundamental relation-   ship to food. By bringing awareness to the act of eating, and   the impact of what we choose to consume, we reconnect in an   intimate, informed way with our environment. As we become   more aware of the texture, the smell and the taste of our en-   vironment through food, our relationship with nature can be re-   fined as well. The intention of this Institute is to expand this   awareness through discussion and experiential exercises. We will   examine the ramifications of our food consumption patterns and   the environmental and economic consequences of our appetite.   We will also explore the role of diet and nutrition in sustaining   our physical and spiritual well-being according to principles of   Western, Ayurvedic and Traditional Chinese medical systems.   Participants will be exposed to specific tastes and introduced   to the medicinal properties associated with readily available herbs   and foods.   What Colleagues and Members Say Abo t itheved For Release 2003/09/10: CIA-RDP     U$$0j     cUd!   Institute of Noetic Sciences   Rarely does a culture call into being a single institution that is both   ,unique and indispensable. The Institute of Noetic Sciences is such an   institution, providing an exquisite balance point between the hard science   that holds our present culture in place and those leadings of the spirit   that will make a future culture possible. \"   At a time when old institutions are breaking down, the Institute of Noetic   Sciences can play an important role in the restructuring of culture, the   reenchantment of science, and the revisioning of human capacities that   are long overdue.\"   Stanley Krippner, Ph.D., Researcher, Author   Saybrook Institute   As a researcher who has worked in areas of human potential called   illusory' by some and leading edge' by others, I can really appreciate   the supportive and catalytic role played by the Institute over the years. \"   Charles T. Tart, Ph.D., Researcher, Author   University of California   I read everything from cover to cover.\"   Member   `You combine scientific rigor with spiritual integrity.\"   Member   Being in a srudy group is another major bonus for me. You give validi-   ty' and words to things I've experienced but ouldn t explain.\"   Member   `Thank you for being there. Great to know I'm not alone in my beliefs.\"   Member   What are \"noetic sciences\"?   The Institute of Noetic Sciences, founded in   1973, is a research foundation, an educational   institution, and a membership organization. The   word \"noetic\" is derived from the Greek word   for mind, intelligence and transcendental know-   ing. The \"noetic sciences\" bring our full range of   diverse modes of knowing to the study of con-   sciousness, the mind and human potential.   We are explorers, and the most compelling frontier of our   time is human consciousness. Our quest is a new vision for humanity, one which   integrates science and spirituality, and in so doing reminds us of our connectedness   to each other, to the Earth, and most particularly to our inner self.   If you are an explorer, you are one of us .. .   Since 1973, the Institute of Noetic Sciences has been working diligently to bring important ideas to the   forefront of contemporary culture. The largest and oldest organization of our kind in the United States,   we provide thousands of like-minded individuals with tools for personal and global transformation. As a   membership organization, we welcome you, your family and friends to join us, and urge your participation   in our efforts to heal ourselves and the planet - the call to action for practical visionaries all over the world.   Benefits of Membership   ? Free gift book with your paid membership.   ? You'll receive a full year's subscription to 3 original   and stimulating publications - the quarterly Noetic   Sciences Review, the quarterly IONS Bulletin, and   An Intelligent Guide, our authoritative catalog of   books and tapes.   ? You'll have opportunities to order books and tapes   at member discounts, including New Dimensions   Radio program tapes and Hartley Film Foundation   videotapes.   ? You'll participate in member research projects.   ? You may attend our annual international meeting of   members and researchers at a discount.   ? You may attend Institute-sponsored lectures, confer-   ences, and special events.   ? You may join local study groups.   ? You'll have opportunities to travel with other members   and experience diverse cultures around the world.   ? You'll have the opportunity to network with other   members through our voluntary Membership   Directory.   ? You'll be supporting important research.   ? You'll be joining with like-minded people holding a   common vision.   How to Join   Basic annual membership in the Institute is $35.   Please refer to the conference registration form in this   brochure if, as a conference participant, you wish to   also become a member. Or, for a free information   packet in the mail about the Institute, please phone   toll-free: (800) 383-1394.   NOETIL   SCIENCES   all   -5 G.u,  Pi  c Hna,I. '-ill  iim   S   Phone: (415) 331-5650  Fax: (415) 331-5673  Membership services: (800) 383-1394   16                                    Approved For Release 2003/09/10 : CIA-RDP96-00792R000400300008-3   4' 01 A   ogrtm   are an integral past o an  con-   ference Participants not only.;.   Irv   carry`theirprogratns with them   v   during the <conference .and\" pe-.   ruse th~rri        e-o ts> they`   carry tetdbtie for future\",>   refer er cep ~` e p attendees   remember yQi1r prpduct,\"service   or organization by: advertising in   our program. To.reserve space   l?   send this form and your camera-   '   your pay   ready copy along with   menu toredaYN~al,dslat`   f   habits , oordi i or,' s Glob   Mind'. Chailrge~. gun Vision t   reality, a760     St` , S,r fx   500, Columbus; IN '' 47203.   Make chec'ks,payable to: Insti-   tute of'Noetic.Sciences    App~r   I   ved For Release 2003/09/10 : CIA-RDP96-00792R00400300008-3   Advertise in the On-Site Program   Ad Rates:   Full Page ........... (7 1/2\" x 10\") ... $350   1/2 Page* ......... (3 11/16\" x 10\") ... $200   1/4 Page ...... (3 11/16\" x 4 15/16\") ... $125   Business Card Size (3 11/16\" x 2 3/8\") ...  $40   *Half page ads must be in vertical format. Camera ready art   and payment must be received before June 4, 1992.   Name   Business Name   Address   City/State/Zip   Phone   Enclosed is $   Bill my  Visa O  MasterCard ^   Number                      Exp. Date   Signature   Make checks payable to: Institute of Noetic Sciences   Exhibit At IONS' First International Conference   If you have: Books & Publications   Computer Products & Services   Workshops or Training Programs   Audio or Video Tapes   Mental Health Services   Therapeutic Products or Tools   Business Aides   Educational/Research Products or   Information   Can't Send Staff for a Display?   On the Business Resource Display Table, you can have   a 10\" x 15\" space on which to display your flyers or   brochures. You may send up to 500 pieces of litera-   ture and conference personnel will restock your space   until supply is depleted. The cost for this service is $40.   To Reserve Space send a sample piece of your litera-   ture with full payment to:   Freda Neal, Ads/Exhibits Coordinator   Global Mind Change-From Vision to Reality   Join other exhibitors in giving participants the opportu- 2760 25th St., Suite 500   nity to learn about your activities or to experience your Columbus, IN 47203   products and services. Tabletop and half-table spaces are   available at rates for profit and non-profit organizations.      Make checks payable to: Institute of Noetic Sciences   For further information and to receive an ad/exhibit pack-   et, call Freda Neal, Ads/Exhibits Coordinator (812) 376-                                                                  Advertising and exhibit space will be allocated on a first come first   ecVfWr Release 2003/09/10 : CIA-RDP96-00792R0004O&3OOOO  &eserves the right to refuse any advertisement or exhibit.   17   Site and Accommodations   Approved WEiR     ocZQ      1(,:$MR8CgW7t2R000     ftoerding   be collected at that time.   The conference will be held at the Santa Clara Marri-   ott Hotel, Santa Clara, California, 4 miles from San   Jose Airport (complementary shuttle service) and 36   miles south of San Francisco Airport.   0   Special room rates have been arranged for conference   attendees of $72 for single or double occupancy. To   reserve rooms, call (408) 988-1500. Be sure to speci-   fy \"Institute of Noetic Sciences Global Mind Change   Conference\" to receive the special conference rate.   These rates will only be available until June 11th, so   be sure to make your reservations early.   The Marriott is an outstanding conference facility   featuring an indoor/outdoor pool, whirlpool, exercise   room, game room, lighted tennis courts and ample   free parking. Nearby there is everything under the   sun for a great visit, including: golf, Great America   Theme Park, San Jose Mission, Bay Meadows Race   Track, wineries, Old Town Los Gatos, Santa Cruz   beach and Winchester Mystery House. For additional   information about Santa Clara and environs, please   contact the Santa Clara Visitors & Convention Bu-   reau, 1515 El Camino Real, PO Box 387, Santa   Clara, CA 95052, (408) 296-7111.   Travel Arrangements   Travel Associates, the official conference travel agen-   cy, has arranged discounted airfares with several   airlines. Travel Associates can help you with all your   conference travel plans. The conference benefits when   you use their services. Call them at (800) 683-0336   (East coast) or (800) 683-0232 (West coast).   Continuing Education Information   The Institute of Noetic Sciences has applied to be-   come a provider of Continuing Education Credits for   nurses, social workers, alcohol and drug counselors   and certified counselors. The On-Site Program will   designate which sessions have been approved for   credit. Participants will be able to register for Con-   tinuing Education Credit when they check in at the   Approved   18   Tax deductions may be allowed for educational ex-   penses, including tuition, travel, meals and lodging   undertaken to maintain and improve professional   skills. Please check with your tax advisor.   Your Conference Fee Includes:   Keynotes, panels, working groups,   evening plenaries, video-festival   celebrations and lunches on Saturday   and Sunday. The Conference .runs from   7:30 pm Friday evening through   4:30 pm on Sunday.   In addition to the Conference, you can register for 1 or 2   day-long institutes scheduled both before and after the   conference. Registration for these Institutes is separate   from and not included in Conference registration.   Volunteer Work Exchange   Interested in working behind the scenes? There are a   limited number of Volunteer Work Scholarships.   Scholarships cover the Conference registration fee   (including Saturday and Sunday lunches) in exchange   for a minimum of 10 hours of work. There is a $50   processing fee. The scholarships do not cover Insti-   tute registration fees. Preference will be given to   members of the Institute of Noetic Sciences. For in-   formation and an application contact:   The ConferenceWorks!   6826 Chrysler Street     Phone: (317) 297-5733   Indianapolis, IN 46268   Fax: (317) 328-1475   Refunds   Refunds are available if requested in writing by June   1, 1992, minus $25 for administrative fee.   For Release 2003/09/10 : CIA-RDP96-00792R000400300008-3   Professionally produced tapes will be available for   sale at the Conference. No personal tape recording is   allowed.   Conference presenters are confirmed for all program   dates. However, should any presenter be unable to at-   tend because of medical or other emergency, par-   ticipants may select from other presentations. IONS   reserves the right to replace presenters if needed.   Saturday Banquet   Join us for fine food and an exploration of the rich   and varied symbolism of sacred mountains, focusing   on the sense of the sacred they awaken and the role   they play in our efforts to preserve the environment,   understand other cultures' views of reality and ex-   perience a deeper meaning in our lives. Seating will   be limited and pre-registration is strongly encouraged.   Three Easy Was   to Register   By Mail: Send your Registration Form   and payment to:   Global Mind Change Conference   The ConferenceWorks!   6826 Chrysler Street   Indianapolis, IN 46268   By Phone (Visa or MasterCard only):   Call (317) 297-5733   By Fax (Visa or MasterCard only):   Call (317) 328-1475   Conference Fees:   postmarked:      before June 21    after June 22   (space available basis)   Nonmembers ......... $250 ........... $275   Special* ............. $215 ..........$230   Saturday Banquet Fee ..'$35   *Full time students and seniors 62+. Please send   proof of status with registration. Thank you.   Pre- and Post-Conference Institute Fees   (per day):   postmarked:      before June 21    after June 22   (space available basis)   With Conference....... $80 .......... \"$90   Without Conference.   $90 ...     ; $100   Please use the amounts provided here to complete the   Registration Form.   For further information call   (317) 297-5733 (9am-5pm EST).   If you are not currently a member of the Institute of   Noetic Sciences, please join us now! Doing so im-   mediately qualifies you for the discounted member   conference fees. Please,:-indicate your annual: member-   ship fee of $35 in the appropriate space on the form.   Design: Merridee LaMantia   Approved For Release 2003/09/10 : CIA-RDP96-00792R000400300008-3   Please charge my   Visa ^  MasterCard ^   Credit Card Number   Expiration Date   Signature   h   k you! You w   receive a confirmation   Printed on recycled paper by White ArtsAj  roved  o rkelea  i2O?8f    (1L S<Ul   DF 96t(1  92RO00  I36?O8- 3lember Welcome Kit under separate cover.   I will attend the Saturday Banquet.   Please reserve the following entree for me:   meat        vegetarian   Conference Fee   $ Pre-Conference Institute Fee   $ Post-Conference Institute Fee   Note: If registering for more than one person, please photocopy this form for additional registrants.   To facilitate your registration, please fill in the priority code from the mailing label.   Please print carefully.   Name   First Name (for badge)   Address   City/State/Zip   Country   Phone: day ( )                                 evening   YES! Please register me for the Conference.   YES! I would like to become a member of the Institute of Noetic Sciences.   (Please enclose separate payment for annual membership dues of $35 per person.)   I will attend a Pre-Conference Institute.   First Choice        Second Choice   I will attend a Post-Conference Institute.  First Choice        Second Choice   To assist in planning meeting space, please give us your 1st and 2nd Working Group choices. All sessions   will be available on a first come, first served basis. First Choice       Second Choice   $         Banquet Fee ($35)   $         Annual Membership Dues (by separate check)   Enclosed is my total payment   Cu 1 Make checks/money orders (U. S. $ only) payable:   Institute of Noetic Sciences and mail to:   The ConferenceWorks!   6826 Chrysler Street   Indianapolis, IN 46268   T   an   ill   I                     _                                                                           19   uiuao 190 4naU10 funs   7661 '6Z-Wpe   d   InLLn11I Paq'UQ   saauai U31 OON JO a1na~Jsul   RO                O9 pnuotBuaaJul 1sa;   ;MOU aalsehau   ~L)S G#4 S[7  xv:I 0595 fcti SIh   59646 eiuw0{iIr: 'oj~jetinel   00# aunt pr.oN an!a a1U    cab   saauaps o1100N   }o a1nll1sul   Q[Vd   eEelsod Sf]   uofOZtUoBJO   5JOJdUON   SDN   LflON   ~O 3-MilISN(   First International Conference of The Institute of Noetic Sciences   GLOBAL MIND CHANGE   From Vision      to Reality   Tools and Strategies   for Sustainable   Personal and Global   Development   June 26-29, 1992   Santa Cggg&rriott Hotel   Continuing EducaApWq&Xte*pgn   lease 2003/09/10 : CIA-RDP96-00792   04 nara, California   L  ","creator":"","producer":"iTextÂ® 5.5.5 Â©2000-2014 iText Group NV (AGPL-version)","creationdate":"D:20161104163757Z","moddate":"D:20161104163757Z","trapped":"","fileName":"document.pdf","bounds":[[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210],[935,1210]],"bookmarks":[],"thumbnailType":"jpg","pageType":"html","pageLabels":[]};
